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ABSTRACT

Simulation-Based Education (SBE) has been more prioritized among universities in their specialized health courses like as medicine, nursing and midwifery at different level. Evidences have proved that SBE helps students to acquire knowledge, attitude and skills into structured non-threatening environment which equipped them for clinical practice with more confident, less clinical errors resulting into better health outcome of their patient and client. Integration of structure curriculum is essential for implementing SBE where educators can facilitate their students for quality education which can transfer into quality practice during preservice courses.

INTRODUCTION

The core concept of simulation is “Preparation through education is less costly than learning through tragedy” which aims to prevent and minimize clinical errors while dealing with patients. Simulation is the artificial representation of a complex real-world case with sufficient fidelity to facilitate learning through immersion, reflection, feedback, and practice without the risks inherent in a similar real-life experience. (1) Simulation is increasingly used in all aspects of healthcare education and at all levels to teach cognitive, psychomotor and affective skills to individuals and teams in order to promote patient safety and quality care. Simulation is recognized as being able to provide a safe and relevant learning experience. A wide variety of clinical conditions can be simulated in controlled environments to produce standardized experiences. (2, 3) Beside this, Simulation based education challenges the traditional evaluation mechanism of assessing knowledge through structured multiple choices questions with the use of skills competencies assessment techniques. (4) In present days scenarios, SBE can be considered as new strategy for teaching and learning in health education with its integration in course instructions through application of practical guide. (5)

RATIONALE

Evidences have revealed that simulations have positive impacts among nursing students, midwifery students, educators and health care professionals to develop their skills which aids to provide quality health care at different level. (6) Nursing students found simulation sessions as stimulating, useful and a realistic learning method. (7) Statistical differences were observed on the clinical performances of nursing students who received simulation education (8, 9, 10).

Importance of Integration of SBE on Curriculum:

Simulation should be utilized as an adjunct to patient care experiences and its integration into the curriculum should be well-planned and implemented. (5) For this, framework of the circle of learning consisting of following five steps of simulation learning skills has been widely referred (11):

Step I: Knowledge acquisition: Process of acquiring knowledge through textbooks, charts, anatomical models etc.

Step II: Skills proficiency: Process of developing psychomotor skills through repetitive practice to master practical procedures typically using task trainers and simulators. Here, checklists and skills
labs play an important role. Checklists ensure objective and standardized learning of skills.

**Step III: Critical thinking/decision making:** Using problem-based learning/computer programs/case studies that provide intelligent feedback to develop critical thinking and decision-making skills.

**Step IV: Simulation in teams:** Allows a group of students to practice and role play realistic scenarios to improve technical-critical thinking, physical skills and clinical decision-making skills and non-technical skills like communication, time management during clinical care, leadership and teamwork. Students have the opportunity to apply their previous knowledge and skills attained in a classroom to real world situations which require making decisions that in many cases well before they experience it in their clinical practicum experiences.

**Step V: Clinical experience and practice:** Learning through reflecting on the management of real patients, personal tuition, and exchange of knowledge with colleagues.

**Planning / Implementing Clinical Scenario/Simulation**

Planning scenario is based on learners’ level, environment and types of simulator and resources available. Formulation of clear objectives is important. Generally, objectives are based on types of simulators used. For eg. in low-fidelity simulation objectives to attain for knowledge and psychomotor skills are set. In medium-fidelity objectives are formulated to acquire complex knowledge and technique, in high-fidelity simulation focuses are set to achieve on communication, decision making team work and clinical judgements. And descriptions for scenario need to be create accordingly.

**Educators Role for Planning:**

Clinical protocols or guidelines should be prepared and available. Plan to incorporate feedback effectively into simulation education.

Determine how and when the feedback will be provided in a manner consistent with the learning objectives for the simulation session.

Ensure that you have emergent objectives which are not predetermined, but arise during the simulation, such as a knowledge gap or systems issue that should be addressed. It is important to note that not all objectives will be able to be discussed, so the facilitator must decide which are most important for the given session (12). Prepare the environment with appropriate script for the simulation.

**Implementing Clinical Scenario/Simulation:**

Clinical scenario is implemented on following three steps. i. Briefing, ii Action, iii. Debriefing

**Educator roles in implementing clinical scenarios**

**Step I: Briefing**

The details of patient and the physical condition are provided to the students. Allowing them to understand what they are expected to do. This step should be clearly, objectively and briefly presented.

**Step II: Action**

This step begins only after student have understood the situation to be managed. The scenario should give within 10-15 minutes and ends when students have achieved the define objectives.

**Step III: Debriefing**

Debriefing focuses on the reflexion of the experiences performed by the students on their given role. (13)

**Evaluation:**

Students’ satisfaction, performance competencies need to be evaluated. And simulation need to be re planned as per the feedback and outcome.

**Educator role for Evaluation of Simulation**

Create standardized tool and assess the performance
CONCLUSION

In these days simulation is getting more attention by most of the health-related universities through integration in curriculum. Simulation based Learning allow students to practice in simulation scenarios which yield them with more confidence to apply their knowledge, attitude and skills into clinical practice resulting in better health related outcome. Educator need to consider framework of circle of learning and their role very attentively and creatively in each step for obtaining quality education and practice.
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